Slime chart

Slimes are gelatinous, ball-shaped, adorable alien creatures that live in the Far, Far Range. They
are a key element within the game since they are responsible for the production of plorts that
are used to make money , create gadgets , and unlock areas in the game. There are several
different species of slimes, each found in certain locations on the Far, Far Range. Though their
most common features are the permanent happy expressions they have on their faces when fed
and their high pitched voices, each type of slime has a unique trait that is used to identify it.
Nearly all pure slimes are capable of stacking. Most of them can be converted to Largo Slimes
to increase profitability even further. All standard farmable slimes are subject to hunger and
agitation , and can experience fear under certain circumstances. Main article: Secret Style Pack.
The Secret Style Pack is a paid cosmetic DLC which switches pure and largo slime appearances
between their classic and secret style appearances. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't
have an account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? Slime Rancher. Categories :. Universal
Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Information presented in the video may
be outdated or incorrect. As of 10th April , Featured Videos are disabled by logging in. Click
here for more information. Pink Slime. Tabby Slime. Phosphor Slime. Honey Slime. Puddle
Slime. Hunter Slime. Quantum Slime. Dervish Slime. Tangle Slime. Saber Slime. Rock Slime.
Rad Slime. Boom Slime. Crystal Slime. Fire Slime. Mosaic Slime. Quicksilver Slime. Glitch Slime.
Gold Slime. Lucky Slime. Largo Slimes. Gordo Slimes. Party Gordo. Twinkle Slime. Feral Slimes.
The Tarr. Meteor Slime. Includes secret new looks for your slimes. Make your phosphor slimes
angelic, your tabbies look like tigers, and more! There's more than one way to make slime.
Actually, there are lots of different recipes. Here are some of the best recipes for different types
of slime, from normal slimy slime to eerie glow-in-the-dark slime. Some you can eat, some look
like snot, toxic waste, or ghoulish dripping blood. Because these recipes don't take a lot of time,
though a few require a trip to the hardware store and not just the kitchen cupboard you won't
want to stop at just one. Throwdown some plastic and get ready for a slime fest! This is the
classic slime recipe. It's very simple to make this slime, plus you can make it any color you
want. Magnetic slime is a black slime that reacts to a magnetic field. It's easy to make and can
be used to make interesting shapes. You'll get the best effect with a thin slime and a strong
magnet, such as a rare earth magnet or electromagnet. This slime sort of resembles toxic waste,
yet it is actually easy to make and safe. The best part is, it requires only a couple of easy-to-find
ingredients. What is better than regular slime? The slime that glows in the dark, of course! This
is an easy and fun project that is suitable for kids. Make slime that acts like a mood ring,
changing color in response to temperature. Put the slime in the refrigerator, and then watch it
change color as you play with it. Experiment with cool-drink containers and hot coffee cups.
You can add food coloring to expand the colors, too. Floam is a moldable type of slime that
contains polystyrene plastic foam beads in it. You can shape it around objects and sculpt with
it. Do you need to eat your slime or at least get it near your mouth? Here's a slime that looks like
dripping blood, until you shine a black light on it. Then it looks like glowing alien goo. You only
need three ingredients to make sparkly glitter slime. It's a funny and fanciful variation of one of
the classic slime recipes and takes just minutes to make. Flubber is a non-sticky, rubbery sort
of slime. This nontoxic slime is made from fiber and water. You can make this non-sticky, edible
slime from two easy-to-find ingredients. It can be used as ectoplasm for costumes, haunted
houses, and Halloween parties. This slime seems to have a life of its own! If you use wool or fur
to charge up a piece of polystyrene foam and move it toward flowing slime, the slime will stop
flowing and will appear to gel. This form of slime uses soap as its base. Soap slime is good,
clean fun. You can even play with it in the bathtub. Most slime recipes are nontoxic, but there
are only a few you can actually eat and none that taste as good as this candy one! Here are
additional edible slime recipes, including a chocolate version. This is an interesting nontoxic
slime that has properties of both a liquid and a solid. It flows like a liquid, but it hardens when
you squeeze it. This slime is easy to make. Yes, slime snot is gross but not as bad as playing
with the real thing, right? Here's a translucent type of slime that you can leave clear or can color
greenish-yellow if you prefer. Actually, Silly Putty is a patented invention, so you can't make the
real deal, but you can make Silly Putty simulants. This nontoxic slime recipe uses starch and
glue. The non-sticky goo flows like a liquid yet hardens when you squeeze it. Borax is used to
form the cross-links in many types of slime, but it can irritate skin and isn't something you want
young kids to eat. Fortunately, there are several recipes for the slime that don't include borax as
an ingredient. Not that you're planning on holding a slime taste-test, but these recipes are safe
enough to eat! Share Flipboard Email. Anne Marie Helmenstine, Ph. Chemistry Expert.
Helmenstine holds a Ph. She has taught science courses at the high school, college, and
graduate levels. Facebook Facebook Twitter Twitter. Cite this Article Format. Helmenstine, Anne
Marie, Ph. Watch Now: How to Make Slime. That love of all things slime led to this, the ultimate
collection of slime recipes from A to Z! Sometimes, more than one! Related: How to Make Slime

with Kids. Pick a letter and find your slime activity! Before I jump in, though, a quick comment
about safety. Be sure that everyone washes their hands after playing with the slime, too. Use
the recipes below at your own discretion. And if you have a concern about borax which is in
some, but not all, of the slime recipes below , listen to what Steve Spangler has to say about it:.
Related: Thematic Preschool Lesson Plans. Love that you can make it scented, too. So cool,
and my son loved how it was used with Star Wars. Butter Slime with Model Magic â€” Make a
super stretchy version of butter slime that is silky smooth and such fun to explore. Slime that
you can use as a chalkboard, of course! Christmas Tree Slime â€” Make this green glitter slime
around the holidays. Even slime. Fluffy Blue Slime â€” A super duper fluffy slime in the perfect
shade for the cold winter months. Galaxy Slime â€” Use your favorite out-of-this-world colors to
make your own galaxy slime! Seriously amazing! A great way to cool down when the
temperatures are out of control. Explore scientific concepts of chemistry and magnetism.
Monster Slime â€” Take the traditional glitter slime recipe up a notch by making slime monsters!
We loved using it during a preschool insect theme. Pumpkin Seed Slime â€” Grab those leftover
pumpkin seeds and make this slime two different ways. Pumpkin Slime â€” A sweet and simple
slime with pumpkin glitter added in. The kids loved adding sparkles and bling to it! We used it
alongside a fairy tale theme we were exploring. Add it to your snowy themes or break it out any
time during the winter. The texture is so cool. Related: Liquid Starch with Just 3 Ingredients.
Kids will adore getting to play with these whimsical slime recipes! It is amazingly sparkly, and it
has some of the gross factor with the entertaining name. Kiddos obsessed with unicorns are
sure to get a kick out of it. Of course, I think it would be fun to make with the kiddos any time of
the year, too. What a cool use for an old watermelon rind! Full of a few different slime recipes to
make, along with interesting tidbits about why the slime works. Add it to a space theme and talk
about the sun, or use it as you teach children about the different colors in the world around
them. Perfect for a zoo theme, as well! What are some of your favorite slime recipes? We have a
variety of themed preschool lesson plan packs already done for you. There are literacy and
STEM activities , as well. For even more, be sure to look into our membership options. You can
also find us on Teachers Pay Teachers. Your email address will not be published. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Thank you for including
our fluffy slime! You just made my day! Be sure to let me know which ones you and the other
slime club members like the most!! Thank you so much for including our fluffy slimes! We use
affiliate links and may earn commission from purchases made through those links. Table of
Contents. Comments Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Excuse me but you forgot cloud slime and unicorn slime also mermaid slime. Thanks for the
suggestions! These slime ideas are awesome. I am going to make the rainbow slime now!
Thanks, Ava! Let me know how your rainbow slime turns out! Let me know which slime recipes
are your favorite. Past Fun! Search the Fun! Fun by Categories! Looking for info on how to grow
creatures in vats? Try the Guide to Cytology instead. Xenobiology is the breeding and
harvesting of slimes and their extracts for scientific purposes. This all takes place in the
xenobiology lab where you spawn, and is arguably more dangerous than making bombs if you
don't know what you are doing. Which is a good reason to read this! And until you get those,
you won't be bothered much either, at least in theory. So lets get familiar with your new home.
As an example, this is what the xenobio lab looks like on Boxstation. The workplace in the
center includes a couple of closets with bio-hazard suits, a monkey recycling machine, a slime
processor, and an All-In-One Grinder with several sheets of plasma. Also included is a
smartfridge modified to hold slime extracts within easy arm reach from the slime processor.
There is also a wrench, which can unanchor all the machinery, so you can reorganize your
workspace. To the western end is a disposal unit that leads to space and right of this is the
bread and butter of your job: The Slime Console, which will be covered later. To the south is the
slime containment area with six pens. Two or three on some maps of these pens start with a
baby grey slime. To the north is a special containment pen that's larger and more secure than
the rest. Usually though, it's just for storing extra slimes. The Slime Console is a semi-new
addition to the Xenobiology scene that makes your job roughly a hundred million times easier.
With it you can move slimes, kill them, feed them, and process dead monkeys with mere clicks
of a button! It's strongly advised grabbing the wrench next to the shield projectors and moving
the fridge and slime processor within close range of the console you're using as to cut out a lot
of unnecessary movement. Before you start breeding the slimes, you may want a fire
extinguisher in your backpack. You'll rarely meet a ravenous, hungry slime if you're using the
console, but it still happens and having an extinguisher could very well be the difference
between a dead slime and a dead you. If you aren't, then this goes doubly so as you'll be near a
lot of slimes, usually before you cull their numbers, and while they're normally docile towards
you whom are effectively their God , they occasionally grow resentful for their species'

exploitation and try to kill you for no particular reason. Now that monkeys have regained some
sentience, they'll attack you if you try to manhandle them. It's strongly advised to just use the
console to avoid any contact, but otherwise keep an extinguisher to bash riled up monkeys, or
have a buddy to help you out if you get assaulted. Insert the monkey cubes from the boxes into
the console. The console can now teleport monkeys directly inside the slime pens! Slimes need
one monkey to become an adult and another to split. Decide which baby slimes you don't want
to keep and proceed to warp them up with the console. It can hold up to 5 slimes at a time.
Teleport them onto the kill pen; it's the one with the blue floor, connected to a freezer. The
sharp cold will kill the slimes quickly: when they stop moving, they're dead and you can pick
them up for the next step. Collect the dead slimes from the freezer room, and drop them within
one tile of the slime grinder. It will automatically suck in the slimes; when it's done, activate it to
grind them. It will, after a while, drop a slime core of the respective color for each slime grinded.
Monkey cubes are the basic material that you'll need to do xenobiology; without those all you
can do is sacrifice intruders ask for another department's monkeys. How do you gain more
monkey cubes? Plasma is the most common chemical required to react with slime extracts. You
start with bars depending on the map, which you can grind for 20 liquid form plasma each
usually simply called "plasma". If you've been following the guide and diligently breeding and
culling the slimes, you may have noticed that while the slimes very quickly attack and eat the
monkeys you offer them, they have little to no interest in eating you. This is because you've
become their "friend", a status that can be earned by simply being the one sending them
monkeys. To check if slimes are friendly, say "Hello slimes"; all the slimes that consider you
their friend will say hello. There are some commands you can issue as a slime's friend. Keep in
mind however, these commands are exceedingly finicky, and are rarely used for a reason.
Slimes will not attack other slimes or friends. Each command requires you to include the word
"slimes" somewhere in the sentence. List of commands:. So either by you not feeding the slime
enough, the slime being a dick, or reas ons , a slime has tried to kill you. If the slime is a baby,
this is annoying. If the slime is an adult, you may die if you don't know what you're doing. While
this is generally more a tip for you when NOT playing Xenobiologist, in the event of a very rare
slime outbreak, perhaps of sentient slimes, get an extinguisher and hide. Pray that the AI is able
to stop them, and that the xenobiologist who released the slimes doesn't follow up with
something worse. There are several a fuckload of different flavors of slime. Each kind of slime
has its own powers from its extract. Every time a slime splits by being fed enough, it has a
chance to mutate based on it's individual mutation chance, a stat discovered by taking a slime
scanner from the fridge and using it on the slime. Choose carefully which slimes to keep! If
you're breeding greys for monkeys, you'll want less chance of mutations, and if you want to get
adamantines , you might want to increase it! NOTE: You can increase a slime's chance of
mutation by injecting it with slime mutation potions from red slimes and decrease it with slime
stability potions from blue slimes. This flowchart shows the results of each slime's mutations
when splitting, with options labeled "2x" having twice the chance of occurring. Most reactions
only require one unit of reagent for full effect. Dropper is your friend. There are exceptions
though. Some reactions will create a liquid reagent inside the extract when injected once, and
then deplete that extract. In those cases, using a higher volume syringe to inject will result in
more units per extract. You must then draw from the core to get the resulting chem. Examples:
The mutation toxins from green extracts. You can also dilute your plasma by, for example, filling
a beaker with 40u of water and 10u of plasma; a syringe will collect exactly one unit of plasma
this way. Be mindfull of reactions that can use both plasma and water though. Grey Slime.
Luminescent Effects. Orange Slime. Purple Slime. Blue Slime. Metal Slime. Yellow Slime. Dark
Purple Slime. Dark Blue Slime. Silver Slime. Bluespace Slime. Sepia Slime. Cerulean Slime.
Pyrite Slime. Red Slime. Green Slime. Pink Slime. Gold Slime. See here for the list of
summonable mobs. Oil Slime. Black Slime. Light Pink Slime. Adamantine Slime. Some slimes
can be crossbred with other slimes! In order to crossbreed a slime, feed an adult slime 10
extracts of a single color. Not every color combination will work, but the ones that do are in the
crossbreeding chart. If you give one extract to an adult slime, you can then use your Bio Bag to
feed the last 9. This will cause the slime to boil away into nothing more than a single, extremely
powerful extract, with a unique effect depending on the color you fed it. For example, feeding 10
grey extracts to a yellow slime will result in a reproductive yellow extract. The color of the 10
extracts you feed is the dominant color. Other charts to be used as a reference in crossbreeding
slimes can be found here , and here , albeit in different formats than the form used below. For
the design document containing planned additions, see here. Any slime type that is not on this
chart is not implemented in game, and will not crossbreed. Dominant Extract: Grey
Reproductive. They can be fed 3 Monkey Cubes either by hand or with a biobag, and then they
produce normal extracts of their color! Dominant Extract: Orange Burning. Dominant Extract:

Purple Regenerative. Regenerative extracts will instantly fully heal whoever they are used on.
Does not restore lost limbs. Dominant Extract: Blue Stabilized. Instead, they provide a unique,
passive effect to whoever holds them, as long as it is on their person or in their backpack. They
don't work if in a box in a backpack. Having multiple of any of these does not stack, except with
metals. Dominant Extract: Metal Industrial. Industrial extracts can be injected with liquid plasma
with a syringe. They will slowly absorb it, and use it to produce items. Dominant Extract: Yellow
Charged. These extracts tend to be similar to the non-crossbreed slime extracts, but with
roughly doubled effectiveness. The Self-Sustaining crossbreed actually produces four extracts,
which can be activated in your hand to select which activation to use, removing the need for
reagents. Convenient for when carrying around beakers of reagents or using your own blood is
inconvenient, or with extracts like Rainbow, which use rarer reagents. Dominant Extract: Dark
Blue Chilling. Dominant Extract: Silver Consuming. Consuming extracts eat lots of food, and
produce special slime cookies, which will feed you a great amount and give you a special effect.
Dominant Extract: Cerulean Recurring. Recurring extracts act like a normal extract, but gain an
extra use every few seconds, as long as you don't use it up! Sepia extract is special and will
teleport back to the hand of the last person who touched it after activation. Dominant Extract:
Pyrite Prismatic. Rainbow prismatic extracts are special, and let you choose what color you
use! Releasing the slimes is somewhat viable, but you will likely get caught doing so, and baby
slimes are rather tame Unless you have Red Slime Essence. Then it's a party. On the plus side,
you do have a disposal chute that goes directly to space. Pretty handy for disposing of
evidence, or people. Also remember the havoc with grenades and bombs you can cause! If you
can get access to chemistry as well you can make some interesting grenades. Advanced
mutation toxin with sugar in one beaker, phosphorus and potassium in the other. Set a timer in
the Medbay and drop it and listen to all the people turning into Slimes. This is when you laugh
to yourself and realize it backfires when all the slimes attack you. Don't forget about some of
the wonderful slime crossbreeds for beating the piss out of fellow crewmen! Jump to:
navigation , search. Right-click a person with your hand empty. It doesn't matter if Combat
Mode Toggle with 4 or F by default. Left-clicking people with an empty hand will Harm them if
on, or Help them if off. Prevents you from switching places or being pushed when colliding with
people. Toggle with 4 or F by default. Dominant Extract: Grey Reproductive Reproductive
extracts are a sort of condensed version of normal Xenobiology. If you're making a lot of
crossbreeds of one type, making these is really convenient. Dominant Extract: Orange Burning
Burning extracts are similar to normal extracts, but are primarily offensive in nature. Grey Produces a hungry slime that will follow your orders and chase targets faster. Orange - Makes a
burst of pepper spray smoke. Careful, or you'll also be affected. Purple - Creates a clump of
invigorating gel works like an autoinjector containing 30u regenerative jelly and 9u
methamphetamine. Blue - Briefly freezes the flooring in a large radius, and decreases the body
temperature of everyone in that radius but the user. Metal - Instantly destroys walls that are next
to the user. Yellow - Electrocutes nearby creatures, except the user. Dark Purple - Makes a burst
of plasma gas. Dark Blue - Creates a puff of smoke containing 30u frost oil , freezing everything
touched by it. Gives the user 10u cryoxadone , as well! Bluespace - Teleports anyone directly
next to you as if they were hit by a bluespace crystal. Silver - Spawns some foods that have 5u
slime jelly in them. Only half of the foods have a tell for it "It smells strange Highly poisonous to
non- slimepeople. Sepia - Creates a rewind camera. The camera can take a picture of a target,
who will then rewind to the original spot and health status 10 seconds later, twice in a row.
Limbs lost those 10 seconds re-attach, and new ones fall off. Can not revive someone from
death. This can heal simple animals and objects. Cerulean - Creates an extract duplication
potion, which copies a normal extract, as well as its extra uses. Pyrite - Overloads and shatters
all lights in the room, as if the lighting was overridden in the APC. Red - Makes nearby slimes
rabid, and they'll also attack their friends. Green - You grow a lower damage armblade 15 brute
from the hand you used the extract in. Pink - Makes a small beaker with 5 units of synthpax in it,
for manual application. Gold - Creates 3 hostile creatures that will not attack the user. Oil - 5
seconds after activation it causes a heavy explosion on living things adjacent to it, but deals no
damage to environment. Black - Temporarily transforms you into a slime, with the ability to
transform back at will once. You do not lose or drop your worn items. Light Pink - Gives
everyone in sight 5 units of Pax , bringing combat to a sudden halt. Adamantine - Creates an
Adamantine Shield, a large shield that blocks most attacks, but makes you much slower, and
takes both hands. Deals 15 brute. Rainbow - Creates the Rainbow Knife, a transparent,
rainbow-glowing kitchen knife that does 15 of a completely random type of damage per attack.
Dominant Extract: Purple Regenerative Regenerative extracts will instantly fully heal whoever
they are used on. In addition, they also provide a different effect depending on the color. Grey Has no additional effect - simply fully heals the target. Orange - Makes a 3x3 ring of fire around

the target for only a moment, which does not harm them. Purple - Also supplies 10u
regenerative jelly , keeping the target healed for a bit afterward. Blue - Wets the floor below the
target. Metal - Encases the target in a locker, though it is not welded. Yellow - Recharges a
random, battery-equipped device on the target person to full. Dark Purple - Provides a set of
purple clothing to the target if any clothing is missing. Dark Blue - Fireproofs the target's
exosuit and helmet, if available. Silver - Feeds the target more than fully healing normally does.
Bluespace - Teleports the target to where the extract was created. Sepia - Causes a deja vu
effect before being healed. The location and health status of the target are saved, and they'll
rewind to that spot and health status 10 seconds later. Cerulean - Spawns a secondary
regenerative core without special effects. Pyrite - Randomly colors the target. Red - Adds 3u
Ephedrine to the target, speeding them up slightly. Green - If used on a slimeperson or a
xenobio slime, they change subspecies or color, respectively. Pink - Gives 4u Krokodil
afterwards, to make the person a bit happier. Gold - Produces a random coin! Oil - Flashes
everyone in sight when used, like a flashbang without the bang. Black - Spawns a duplicate of
the target, who immediately drops dead. Fake your own death! Light Pink - If used on another
person it also heals the person holding it. Adamantine - Boosts the target's armor for 30
seconds. Rainbow - Temporarily makes the target immortal for 10 seconds, but also pacifistic.
Dominant Extract: Blue Stabilized Stabilized extracts do not require any reagents or special
activation technique. Grey - Automatically makes slimes friends with you if you are next to
them, making it safe to interact with them. Orange - Passively tries to increase or reduce your
body temperature to a normal level. Purple - Provides a slow regeneration effect. Blue - Makes
you immune to slipping on water, soap or foam. Space lube and ice such as from frost oil are
still too slippery though! Metal - Every 30 seconds adds a sheet of material to a random stack in
your inventory. These stack. Dark Purple - Gives you burning fingertips, automatically cooking
any microwavable food you hold. Dark Blue - Attempts to extinguish you slowly if you are on
fire, and automatically wets any items you are holding. Silver - Slows the rate at which you lose
nutrition. Bluespace - On a two minute cooldown, teleports you somewhere safe for humans
when you take enough damage. May interact with Bag of Holding. Sepia - Randomly adjusts
your speed. Cerulean - Spawns a duplicate of yourself. If you die while holding the extract, you
will automatically take control of the duplicate, if it's still alive. Does not work if the original dies
from decapitation or from being gibbed. Pyrite - Randomly colors you every few seconds.
Become a disco ball! Red - You are no longer affected by slowdown or other speed changes
from equipment. Green - While held, randomizes your name and appearance. When dropped,
restores your original appearance and name. Pink - As long as no creature in sight is injured in
your presence, they will not attack you. If the peace is broken, takes two minutes to restore.
Gold - Summons a pet companion when held. If it dies, summons a new one! Oil - If you die
while holding this extract, you will violently explode. Black - While strangling someone, your
hands melt around their neck, draining their life in exchange for food and healing. Light Pink You move faster, and anyone in critical condition around you is stabilized with 5u Epinephrine.
You are now an ambulance. Rainbow - Accepts a regenerative extract. If you enter critical
condition, it will automatically use the extract on you. Dominant Extract: Metal Industrial
Industrial extracts can be injected with liquid plasma with a syringe. The extract is not used up
in this reaction, so a clever player can make factories with them. Grey - Produces 5 monkey
cubes per 2 units of plasma. Orange - Produces a fancy slime zippo lighter for 6 units of plasma.
Purple - Produces an autoinjector with 20u regenerative jelly for 4 units of plasma. Blue Produces a full fire extinguisher for 10 units of plasma. Metal - Produces 10 metal sheets for 3
units of plasma. Dark Purple - Produces a sheet of plasma for 10 units of plasma, doubling your
input. Dark Blue - Produces a one-use fireproofing potion for 6 units of plasma. Silver Produces a random food or drink item per 1 unit of plasma. Bluespace - Produces a synthetic
bluespace crystal for 7 units of plasma. Sepia - Produces a camera for 2 units of plasma.
Cerulean - Produces a normal extract enhancer for 5 units of plasma. Pyrite - Produces a can of
spraypaint for 2 units of plasma. Red - Produces an orb containing 50 units of blood for 5 units
of plasma. Draw with a syringe. The orb disappears when emptied. Green - Produces a
self-use-only autoinjector with 50u slime jelly for 7 units of plasma. Really only useful for
slimepeople. Pink - Produces an injector of synthpax and space drugs for 6 units plasma. Gold Produces a random coin for 10 units of plasma. Oil - Produces an IED for 4 units of plasma
Black - Produces a fancy pack of regenerative , slime-brand cigarettes for 6 units of plasma.
Light Pink - Produces a heart-shaped box of candies for 3 units of plasma. Adamantine Produces one sheet of adamantium for 10 units of plasma. Rainbow - Produces a random slime
extract for 5 units of plasma. Dominant Extract: Yellow Charged These extracts tend to be
similar to the non-crossbreed slime extracts, but with roughly doubled effectiveness. Grey Produces a slime revival potion, bringing a slime back from the dead. Useful when you

accidentally killed the last of a color. Orange - Instantly makes a large burst of flame for a brief
moment. Purple - Creates a packet with 15 units of omnizine , rather than regenerative jelly. Blue
- Creates a potion that instantly neuters the mutation chance for a slime, making it always
produce the same color for that generation. Metal - Spawns 25 sheets of metal and 10 sheets of
plasteel. Yellow - Creates a charged 50MJ slime cell which does not auto-recharge. Charges
slower than a bluespace power cell in cell rechargers. Dark Purple - Spawns 10 sheets of
plasma. Dark Blue - Creates a two-use pressure-shielding potion, making a suit and helmet
spaceworthy. Silver - Spawns a slime cake and 10 random drinks. Enough for a party!
Bluespace - Spawns 10 sheets of bluespace polycrystal. Sepia - Creates a camera obscura,
which lets you take pictures of ghosts. Cerulean - Creates an extract maximizer, instantly
boosting the uses of a normal extract to 5. Pyrite - Spawns 10 sheets of bananium. Oh god. Red
- Creates a three-use lavaproofing potion, rendering items immune to burning in lava, which
makes suits and helmets able to protect the wearer from it. Green - Lets you pick which slime
subspecies you want to turn into, rather than a random selection. Pink - Love potion. When fed
to a creature it makes simple animals friendly to you and anyone else you fed this potion to. If
fed to sentient people they will fall in love with you, making heart effects appear on them when
near you. Gold - Spawns 10 hostile mobs, at a slow rate. Oil - Produces a smaller explosion, but
it is extremely devastating, ripping a hole in the station. Black - Randomizes the user's species!
Careful, you can end up as a plasma person with this. Light Pink - Produces a pacification
potion, which will pacify simple animals, and give humans the pacifism trauma. Adamantine Spawns a completed adamantium golem shell. Rainbow - Spawns 3 living slimes of random
colors. Dominant Extract: Dark Purple Self-Sustaining The Self-Sustaining crossbreed actually
produces four extracts, which can be activated in your hand to select which activation to use,
removing the need for reagents. Dominant Extract: Dark Blue Chilling Chilling extracts work like
normal extracts, but with primarily defensive uses. Grey - Creates a few barrier cubes. When
used, they grow into somewhat weak slimy riot barriers! Orange - Makes a ring of fire in a two
space radius around you, for only a moment. Keep your allies close, and they won't get burned!
Purple - Gives 10u regenerative jelly to everyone in the area. Won't work outside! Blue - Creates
a breath mask which doesn't need a tank, and works no matter what air you breathe! Metal Temporarily surrounds you with unbreakable walls for 10 seconds, for when you need a quick
breather. Useful when you can't hack the thing open! Dark Purple - Removes all plasma gas in
the room. Doesn't work outside! Dark Blue - Seals you in a protective block of ice, which can
either be destroyed, or you can resist to break out of it. Silver - Creates several ration packs.
While they aren't particularly tasty, they will never get you fat! Activating the extract will try to
summon everyone on the list to you after a few seconds. Targets get bubble effects on them
and can resist out of it. Activating the extract stops time for 30 seconds, and everyone on the
list is immune, except the user. Cerulean - Creates a duplicate of you, that you control!
However, it quickly falls apart. When it enters critical condition, you go back to your original
body. Pyrite - Creates a pair of Prism Glasses, which let you place colored light crystals at will.
Red - The inverse of normal red slimes - it pacifies every slime on the screen completely! Green
- Melts your skin and hollows out your bone into a gun that chills your blood into a slowing gel.
Finally, you can be Lovecraftian Megaman. Pink - Creates a pink slime corgi puppy. It has no
special properties. Gold - Produces a golden capture device. You can use it on a simple, neutral
creature to store it, and use it in hand to release it. Oil - After 5 seconds makes a relatively large,
but extremely light explosion. Black - Transforms you into a completely random type of golem.
Light Pink - Creates a "Heroine Bud" - a special flower that pacifies whoever wears it on their
head. Be careful; it's addictive, so it can't be taken off by the wearer! Adamantine - Solidifies
into a set of adamantine armor. Extremely slow, but defensive. It resists any attempt to speed it
up. Rainbow - Makes an unpassable wall inside every door in the area for ten seconds. Halt the
tides! Dominant Extract: Silver Consuming Consuming extracts eat lots of food, and produce
special slime cookies, which will feed you a great amount and give you a special effect. Grey More filling than other cookies. Orange - Heats you up, and grants immunity to the cold for 10
seconds. Purple - Heals 5 points of every type of damage, even cellular damage. Blue - Grants
immunity to water-based slipping, and wets the floor around you for 10 seconds. Metal Increases resistance to brute damage for 10 seconds. Yellow - Grants immunity to electricity for
30 seconds. Dark Purple - Makes you treat toxin damage as toxin healing, and toxin healing as
toxin damage, for one minute. Dark Blue - Cools you down, immediately extinguishes you if you
are on fire. Silver - When eaten, no matter how much you eat, it will not get you fat! Bluespace Teleports you to a random place in the current area. Be careful when using these outdoors.
Pyrite - Randomly colors you, as if you ate a crayon. Green - Absolutely disgu
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sting, making you vomit when eaten. However, it also completely removes any reagents from
you when you do! Pink - You hug people at random for 30 seconds. Gold - Has a golden coin
inside! You're rich! Oil - Slows anyone next to you for 10 seconds. Black - Makes you look like a
spooky skeleton for 30 seconds. Light Pink - Makes you, and anyone who stays right next to
you, pacified for 10 seconds. Adamantine - Increases your resistance to burn damage for 10
seconds. Rainbow - Has the effects of a random cookie! Dominant Extract: Cerulean Recurring
Recurring extracts act like a normal extract, but gain an extra use every few seconds, as long as
you don't use it up! Dominant Extract: Pyrite Prismatic Prismatic extracts work like infinite-use
paintbrushes, letting you dye tiles a new color. Category : Guides. Navigation menu Personal
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